
UHP-P Manual Heat Press with Pressure Thread Counter is an upgraded electro-magnetic operated
automatic heat press with pressure reading function. 
 
Pressure Thread Counter is visually display pressure level. It's easy and efficient setting pressure for
different materials, which can save your working time.

UHP-P heat press machine  is made with State-of-the-art control system with solid steel welded framework,
which makes it a perfect choice for heavy-duty operation. There are 38x38cm, 40x50cm and 40x60cm
three sizes available;

This heat press is mainly for t-shirt printing, it is suitable for mass production T-shirt printing.

 

Digital Thread Counter Pressure Reading: Pressure reading function
makes it easy for pressure adjustment, it can record different pressure
value for different materails, which can save your pressure adjusting
time;                                                              

GY-04 Advanced Digital Controller: Simple design and clear system.
It is very easy for user to operate. Live digital time and temperature
readout for accurate results every time.

Magnetic Auto-Open Release: The auto-open magnet allows the heat
press open automatically while finished transfer

https://www.heatpress.cn/products/UHP-Manual-Heat-Press-with-Pressure-Thread-Counter.html
https://www.heatpress.cn/products/New-Arrival.htm


Upgraded base plate: It makes the T-shirt  can be put more flat on the
plate for a better transfer effetc

 

 Model No.  UHP-15-P/ UHP-20-P/ UHP-24-P
 Machine Type  Manual, Clamshell
 Platen Size  15''*15''/ 16''*20''/ 16''*24''(38*38cm/ 40*50cm/ 40*60cm)
 Controller  GY-04 Digital Time & Temp. Control
 Pressure  Digital Thread Counter
 Printable Articles  Thin Materials
 Opening Angle  45 Degrees
 Voltage  110V/ 220V
 Power  1.6KW/ 1.8KW
 Frequency  50HZ/ 60HZ
 Time Range  0-999 Sec.
 Maximum Temp   225 C
 Temperature Accuracy  ±0.5%
 Carton Size  79*47*56cm/ 92*52*51cm/ 80*70*54cm
 Net Weight  26.91kg/ 43.40kg/ 27.40kg
 Gross Weight  30.23kg/ 27.4kg/ 46.85kg
 

UHP-P Manual Heat Press with Pressure Reading press is suitable for T-shirt heat transfer.

 







Microtec's main objective is to support all our customers, who can manage their heat transfer activities
without interruption. So Microtec offers FREE SPARE PARTS with a quantitative order and the following
guarantee:
* Free lifetime technical support on all heat press machines.
* Two-year warranty
* Five-year warranty on fusions and welds.
* Five-year warranty on the heating plate.

https://youtu.be/zKaXsk9v0U4


* Six-monthly warranty on the heaters of cups, plates and caps.
 


